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behind the coat, oil on canvas, 135 x 90 cm, 2022

Scarecrow, oil on canvas, 135 x 90 cm, 2022

avoid, oil on canvas, 135 x 90 cm, 2022

stanby, oil on canvas, 135 x 90 cm, 2022

untitled, oil on canvas, 90 x 65 cm, 2022

a different perspective, oil on canvas, 90 x 65 cm, 2022

hidden, oil on canvas, 90 x 65 cm, 2022

Barbara, oil on canvas, 90 x 65 cm, 2022

another blue head with parrot, gouache, marble dust and natural minerals on stone paper, 29,7 cm x 20, 6 cm, 2022

head as a mirror, oil on canvas, 40 x 30 cm, 2022

untitled, oil on canvas, 40 x 30 cm, 2022

how much, oil on canvas, 90 x 75 cm, 2022

touching the stripes, oil on canvas, 180 x 220 cm, 2021

studio, oil on unstretched canvas, 144 x 102 cm, 2021

closed session, oil on canvas, 90 x 66 cm, 2021

Exhibition’s view : Crossing silences, Dilecta Gallery and Publishing
House, Paris, 2022. Photo : Nicolas Brasseur

Fans and cards, sketch for wallpaper, charcoal on paper,
29,7 x 20,6 cm, 2022

liebes Zauber, oil on unstreched canvas, 205 x 124 cm, 2021

full, oil on canvas, 55 x 75 cm, 2021

they contain all the questions, oil on canvas, 55 x 75
cm, 2021

like a cracked vase, oil on canvas, 55 x 75 cm, 2021

gesture recognition, oil on canvas, cuts, 55 x 75 cm,
2021

lieber Zauberer, oil on canvas, cut, 55 x 75 cm, 2021

the keeper, oil on canvas, 55 x 45 cm, 2021

different gazes, oil on canvas, cuts, 115 x 85 cm, 2020

Gibgib , oil on canvas, 115 x 85 cm, 2020

camp, oil on canvas, cuts, 115 x 85 cm, 2020

the Rehearsal, oil on unstretched canvas, cuts, 215 x 175 cm, 2020

waiting for the embers, oil on
canvas, cuts, 170 x 130 cm, 2020

Studio’s view : from the left, behind the smoke/waiting for the embers/the song, oil on canvas, cuts, 170 x 140 cm x3, 2020

ghostwriter painted, oil on canvas,
170 x 130 cm, 2020

discussion in the painting, oil on
canvas, cuts, 170 x 130 cm, 2020

looks on drawing, pigments and
oil on canvas, cuts, 70 x 40 cm,
2020. collection, CNAP, fr

figures and suspicions,
pigments and oil on canvas,
cuts, 70 x 40 cm, 2020

untitled (partir), pigments and
oil on canvas, cuts, 70 x 40 cm,
2020

is that true ?, oil on unstretched canvas, 150 x 100 cm, 2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

the cloak and the mask, oil on unstretched
canvas, cuts, 150 x 100 cm, 2020

is that true ?, oil on unstretched canvas,
150 x 100 cm, 2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

the cloak and the mask, oil on unstretched
canvas, cuts, 150 x 100 cm, 2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

bombs and balance, oil on unstretched
canvas, cuts, 150 x 100 cm, 2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

8h, oil on unstretched canvas, 200 x 150 cm,
2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

double page spreads: that infinitesimal tear in the world, 200 x 300 cm, 2020
Roussin, photo Loïc Blairon

when the dancer disappears, oil on
unstretched canvas, cuts, 200 x 150
cm, 2019

the woman who behaves like a man, oil on unstretched canvas,, 80 x 58 cm, 2019

the great conspiracy, oil on cardboard and canvas, 40 x 30 cm, 2019

fishing with a chain with hope, oil on
canvas, cuts, 199 x 165 cm, 2019

ungrateful landscape, oil on canvas, 130 x 85 cm, 2019

sand dishes, oil on canvas, cuts,120 x 80 cm, 2019

das Entwickeln entscheidet, oil on canvas, cuts, 120 x 80 cm, 2019

Emmanuelle Castellan’s pictorial practice extends from a classical form of
painting to three dimensional flat pictorial sculptures, and site-specific
wall-painting environments. The artist finds her inspiration in a wide range
of images found in postcards, magazines, old photographs, illustrations
from the Internet — mainly rooted in popular culture — taken as such or
recomposed. The artists repeat the image several times, before
systematically effacing it and starting over. What remains from this
process are residual elements, marks that eventually becomes the really
subject of the painting. Often repeated or emerging through the gradient
of pastel colors of the painting’s surface like “surviving images”, they set
the clues of elusive narratives and ghost stories.
Shown for the first time at Bar Babette, Double hands is the results of
various experiences, folding and painting applied by the artist. Two hands
emerge from the fold in a mirroring effect: one painted, and seemingly
human, just appears onto the surface of the canvas, the other both
painted and cut seems coming out and is endowed with animal features.
Its claws-like nails transfer the latter into a hybrid anthropomorphic and
bestial being and conjure up a mysterious and powerful presence.
Stemming from various inspiration sources, it calls to mind iconic works by
Meret Oppenheim or designer Elsa Schiaparelli, two « women-witches » as
the artists call them, these female artists have open a path which allows
her to explore freely “ethereal places from the realm of the touch,
sometimes somehow dark or very soft”. (her tactile experience of painting
making with softness or a hint darkness.
The painting elastic boards was primarily inspired by a vase of architect
and designer Josef Hoffman. The features of the vase have almost
disappeared and are merely outlined by two curve cuts. Its decoration has
muted into a large colored opening in the shape of a mouth or the
outlines of an eye. The paintings is marked on its size by the artist’s
fingerprints. She left it in the fresh paint, when trying once to manipulate
it like an antic mask. This anecdote is quite revealing of the artist tactile
and sensual relation to her medium and of the open-up nature of picturial
practice.
Lucile Bouvard, cur «Elymus repens», Bar Babette, Berlin, 2018

elastic boards, oil on canvas, cuts, 92 x 62 cm, 2017

double hands, oil on folded canvas, cuts, approx 65 x 45 cm, 2018

Bei Emmanuelle Castellan wird die Malerei zu einem sich ständig verändernden, instabilen Prozess, der auch
Zeit als Dimension mit einbindet. Die Materialität ihrer Malerei und die Entgrenzung ihrer Bilder führen dazu,
dass Raum als Ort der Verwandlungen, des Widerspruchs, der Entzifferungen betrachtet werden kann.
Innerhalb und außerhalb des Rahmens ihrer Bilder interessiert Emmanuelle Castellan besonders der Körper,
der oft einer Identifikation entgleitet oder sogar entflieht.
Ihre Kunst stellt nicht nur Fragen an die Malerei, sondern auch nach Raum, Zeit und Bewegung. Nicht das
Sichtbarmachen steht im Vordergrund, vielmehr beschäftigt sich die Künstlerin mit dem Verstecken, Verhüllen
oder nur vagen Vorschlagen von Bildern bis zu dem Punkt, an dem die Bilder zwischen Zeichen und Gesten
unlesbar werden. So verbindet Emmanuelle Castellan in ihren Bildern unvorhersehbare und widersprüchliche
Aspekte mit fragilen und prekären Existenzformen.
In ihren jüngsten Forschungen verbindet sie die Anfänge der Moderne, z.B. Verweise auf Objekte und Skizzen
von Josef Hoffman oder den Tanz von Pina Bausch und Mary Wigman, mit der Darstellung des Körpers in
flüchtig digitalen Werbespots im heutigen Internet.
Für die Ausstellung im Kurt-Kurt inszeniert die Künstlerin eine mehrteilige Reise, die uns von der Malerei über
den Raum zum Körper führt.
Simone Zaugg pour Kurt Kurt, Berlin, 2018

big sketch for rainbow’s spectacle, oil on canvas, cuts, 220 x 180 cm, 2018.
collection, CNAP, fr
photo: Jens Heine

To the left : corner’s gesture, oil on canvas, 30 x 24 cm, 2018
To the right : folded landscape, oil on canvas, 35 x 45 cm, 2017

elastic boards, oil on canvas, cuts, 92 x 62 cm, 2017

To the right : I’ve seen a dying eye run round and round a room, oil on unstretched canvas, cuts, 146 x 545 cm, 2018
To the left : revers , oil on unstretched canvas, cuts, 116 x 100 cm, 2018

« lecture: aux quatres coins des plis » / reading : in four corners of folds
installation of acrylic on canvas on the wall, dimensions: 200 x 163 cm ; 200 x 195 cm, 2018
Imagining Architecture, curated by Benet Spencer and David Ryan, ISDAT, Toulouse, 2018

« lecture: aux quatres coins des plis » / reading : in four corners of folds
installation of acrylic on canvas on the wall, dimensions: 200 x 163 cm ; 200 x 195 cm, 2018

the hands of the monkey, oil on unstreched canvas, 190 x 150
cm, 2016, URDLA, international center for prints and
engravings,Villeurbanne.
Photo : Lucas Poisson

foot-fold, lithograph on paper Velin BFK Rives,fold, 63 x 46 cm,
2017. fist-measure, lithograph on paper Velin BFK Rives, folds, 63
x 46 cm, 2017. URDLA, international center for prints and
engravings,Villeurbanne.
Photo : Lucas Poisson

To the left : the feet of the monkey, oil on unstreched canvas,
190 x 150 cm, 2016. hands-frame, lithograph on paper Velin
BFK Rives, 63 x 46 cm, 2017.
To the right : untitled (blue), oil on unstreched canvas, cuts,
190 x 150 cm, 2016
Homo sylvestris, personal exhibition, URDLA, international
center for prints and engravings, Villeurbanne, 2017
Photo : Lucas Poisson

the balance of the stick, lithograph on
paper Velin BFK Rives, folded, cut, 63 x
46 cm, 2017.
URDLA, international center for prints
and engravings, Villeurbanne
Photo : Lucas Poisson

von jungen bis alten Händen, 35 x 45 cm, oil on
canvas, 2017

green mirror landscape, oil on canvas, 35 x 45 cm,
2017

pupils-landscape, oil on canvas, 35 x 45 cm, 2017

inter-temporal, oil on canvas, cuts,
162 x 130 cm, 2017

untitled, oil on canvas, cut, 162 x 130
cm, 2017

provisional pattern, oil on canvas, cuts, 92 x 62 cm,
2017

history of a vase, oil on canvas, cuts, 92 x 62 cm, 2017

the green scene, oil on canvas, 92 x 62 cm, 2017

interior-persona, oil on canvas, cuts, 41 x 33 cm, 2016

Imaginary models, approx. 20 x 30 x 35 cm each, 2016

rainbow’s spectacle, oil on folded canvas, 86 x 49,5 cm, 2016

The invisible rythm of change, 2015, Manière Noire, Berlin

blind return, oil on wood panel, 30 x 25 cm, 2015

Endless eyes, exhibition view, DMNDKT, Berlin, 2013
On the photo to the left: endless eyes, serie of 5 oil on canvas, 170 x 150 cm each, 2014, to the right, Rumour , Luc Tuymans

To round off my program of exhibitions at Noisy-le-Sec, I have invited Emmanuelle Castellan to
show a new group of paintings, all dating from 2012, which set up interplays of perspective within
the gallery space and dialogue with her screen-paintings executed directly on the walls and
columns at La Galerie. Emmanuelle Castellan finds her inspiration in a range of readymade images –
postcards, magazines, old photographs, illustrations from the Internet – mainly rooted in popular
culture. Drawing all or part of her subject from a specific visual – which remains a closely kept
secret – she retains only a trace of it on the canvas, in the form of a pared-down abstraction. This is
no mere exercise in reduction, however, for the subject resurfaces in a balance between
disappearance and excess. In its introduction, erasure and renewal of lines, areas of colour and
textures, each picture repeats a single image – but one we shall never identify, so far removed from
reality does it remain despite those countless repetitions. Out of this succession of undisclosed
retouchings the subject, or rather what is left of it, finally emerges like a spectre. Behind the
softness of its pastel tones and evanescent sfumati, behind the childlike melody of a ballad
intended as a ongoing strand for the exhibition, Emmanuelle Castellan’s painting is in fact shot
through with ghost stories: through the motifs of playing cards, magic tricks and masks, apparitions
literally haunt her work; and when we look into the oeuvre’s seemingly trivial sources, we find
recurring death-related images extending from antiquity – Egyptian mummies, recumbent tomb
figures, Roman graves – to the horror film: a character from a Dario Argento movie, for example,
and a scene from Evil Dead.
Then there are the actual painted surfaces, some of them bearing threatening traces of wild animals
– griffes (claws), with its backdrop of an archaeology dig – or of birds tearing the canvas in as I was
going along. Others, perforated or scored with inscriptions, seem to suggest animistic or
shamanistic rituals in which the worlds of the living and the dead converge. One instance is figure
anthracite (anthracite figure ), a portrait of a woman whose hair merges with animal fur, while to the
right are signs resembling primitive letters etched into wood. Even more disturbing is communauté
perdue (lost community), a ghostly portrait of North American Indians, with holes punched in the
canvas and a ribbon hanging down to the floor like a link to the subterranean world. In addition to
its anthropological concern with antiquity, ancient rites and “primitive” civilisations, Emmanuelle
Castellan’s work unambiguously sets forth its own ways of unearthing buried history.

Marianne Lanavère, curator of «As I was going along», for the edition of La Galerie, Noisy-Le-Sec,
2012.

As I was going along, oil on canvas, cuts, 180 x 170 cm, 2012
la Galerie, Noisy-le-Sec, 2012

As I was going along, la Galerie, Noisy-le-Sec, 2012

As I was going along, la Galerie, Noisy-le-Sec, 2012

The Face of Space
Interview with Emmanuelle Castellan by J. Emil Sennewald
“Drinking has, like painting, its mechanical and its poetical aspects, just as love has.” — Georg
Christoph Lichtenberg
Emmanuelle Castellan’s pictures stand out among most of today’s painting in two major respects.
It is narrative, but it does not tell stories. And it moves out of the picture space without either
neglecting or rejecting it. The aim of this interview is to situate her approach, get inside her way
of working and shed light on her site-speciﬁc project at La Galerie.
J. Emil Sennewald: I’ve taken the liberty of heading this interview with an aphorism from the
eighteenth-century German philosopher and physicist Georg Christoph Lichtenberg. Does
painting really have a mechanical and a poetical aspect?
Emmanuelle Castellan: You’ve gone straight to what drives my painting. Drinking or drunkenness
suggests a loss of control, a letting-go that fascinates me in the practice of painting. Painting is
something that corresponds to a particular state, where rules and intuition are never really ﬁxed,
but remain necessary. What I’m trying to achieve with an image oscillates between the
mechanical aspect – the work in the studio, the sketches, the “mechanics of the act” – and the
poetics given off by my work. Nonetheless the picture remains a fascinating experience for me:
there’s no rule that holds for very long if at some point I don’t accept the “loss of control” that
lets me get into the “logic” of the picture. It was Matisse who said, “A painting is like a game of
cards, you need to know from the start what you’re going to get at the end.
Everything has to be done backwards, and ﬁnished before you’ve even begun.” This is a very
important quote for me: this process really gives me the urge to paint. At the same time, between
the beginning and the end of the picture there’s a moment when I actually forget my initial idea
and then rediscover it at the end, in another light.
JES: However, your pictures, like the one of the guy walking and wearing a cap, seem to me fairly
thought-through – almost conceptualised.
EC: The painting you’re talking about, as I was going along, came out of a children’s rhyme. The
subject is a little guy reduced to his most distinctive components. It’s an emotional gambit rather
than a visual one. I often compare this to the work of an actor: to get the tone right you have to
ﬁnd the right movements and intensity. I’m thinking of the sign, not as a signal, but as a
characteristic of the fusion of images I make use of. My painting doesn’t warn, it provides no
information or direction. I concentrate on what happens between the ground and the strokes I
apply. What constitutes the sign emerges from a determination to bring together what no longer
exists, what has been effaced. These are residual elements, marks that get inscribed in the actual
matter of the picture. Images are landmarks without which my painting would be a bottomless
pit. I repeat the image several times, I systematically efface it and start over: the reference to that
rhyme wasn’t really an accident.
JES: What fascinates me about your pictures is the way you work on presence as absence.
According to the philosopher Lambert Wiesing, the image can be deﬁned as “artiﬁcial presence”.1
It seems to me that in your case we have an “artiﬁcial absence”, an evocation of what has been
effaced by the apparent presence that makes the image visible. How do you see the image in
relation to the painted picture?

EC: At the beginning, when I started doing wall paintings, my idea was to paint a monochrome
surface: I don’t know what I actually did, or how, but I didn’t succeed, even though it sounds easy.
Then I thought of using spray paint. Instead of what I was expecting, I ended up with a cloudy
effect that made me think straight away of a blurred image. But what I realised immediately
afterwards was that I wasn’t trying to paint a photograph (the way Gerhard Richter did) and that I
had made a frame. This experience helped me understand the materiality I was looking for in
painting, which, paradoxically, could produce images. A switch happened, and the images I’d been
collecting for a long time took on another role… This “artiﬁcial absence” of the image that you’re
talking about reminds me of the ground in painting – a pending ground.
JES: And a prescriptive one. It seems to me that your pictures, and especially your drawings, give
painting a face – in the sense of a countenance, a personality. Could you tell me something about
the place substance occupies in relation to the ground, in your work?
EC: “A prescriptive ground” in the sense that there’s already a subject that is disconnecting or
detaching itself from the initial image. This notion of “ﬁgurability” gives me access to the matter of
painting. There are pictures I’ve been thinking about a lot lately, like Watteau’s Gilles and Manet’s
The Fife Player. You could say that the gaze in Gilles “goes beyond” painting; to put it more
simply, this obvious (or overwhelming) presence of the gaze reveals the carnal side of painting. I
felt this need to approach the ﬁgure through awareness of the ground. Just now I mentioned a
“pending ground”, a shifting surface functioning both inside and outside the picture. I like to shift
from one surface to another – that way I can bring the picture into existence without rejecting it.
This shift, as I see it, involves something carnal; it’s a vital, fundamental link.
JES: And, I’d like to add, a link that happens exclusively in painting. What do you see as the place
of painting in art today, especially in France?
EC: Speaking about substance, for example – without getting involved in notions of exclusiveness
in painting as a practice – I can ﬁnd it elsewhere, in other art forms. The indeﬁnable, the ground,
the issues of representation are being revived in different ways in the work of other artists, and
that’s what interests me. Painting just for painters isn’t a valid position. I dread simplistic
communitarianism, just as I dread “artistic conventions”. Things have changed where painting is
concerned in France, but its recent history isn’t easy to shake off, or to regenerate.
JES: How do you prepare a picture? Is there a drawing phase? How do you choose the colours? I
imagine a process of associations and correlations that emerges from the placing of paint, but
could it be that your pictures are made more conceptually?
EC: It’s a fairly slow process, and not really spontaneous. Choosing an image, doing sketches and
then deciding to make a picture can sometimes take several months. At the start there are words,
and I use them for looking out images on the Internet. I’m thinking back to what you said about
my painting being narrative and at the same lacking narration… The ﬁrst thing I do is to formulate
an idea and start looking for images. I ﬁnd this very unpredictable and sometimes fun. After that,
a whole process gets under way that ties in with your Lichtenberg aphorism. Colour comes in as
the picture evolves. I have to “think” it: it builds up by deduction according to the level of intensity
I’m after, and sometimes it can seem to be in total contradiction with the earlier layers. In fact, as
long as I haven’t found the right colour, as a rule I can’t ﬁnish my picture.
JES: Let’s talk about your project for La Galerie at Noisy-le-Sec. How are you going about getting
attuned to the art centre?

EC: For this exhibition I’m focusing on my “inner” experience of the picture and on my connection
with the images I use. I have the idea of a kind of stroll, a fragile melody. There’s a small painting
on wood, tutankhamen, which will be the basis for a two- part wall painting – the idea came to
me the ﬁrst time I visited La Galerie. I was wondering at the time about the approach to take,
about tutankhamen’s near-primitive look and my way of tackling it in a lighter vein by doubling it
up. This painting set the tone for the ones I did afterwards. I come back to the space with
projections, but also by looking at where the light comes from, starting with the windows. The
result is a double reverse projection, something almost contradictory. So the point will not be to
think solely in terms of wall works, but of creating a state that follows this contradictory sensation:
somewhere between the projected surface and its reﬂection.
JES: What’s very noticeable about the reﬂections is that sometimes they’re dazzling. And the
fragile melody you mention makes me think of Kandinsky’s pictures. Do we have to block the
gaze and redirect it into the imaginary so as to render visible what the eyes can’t actually see?
EC: Yes, there’s that aim in my painting. That’s the whole point, in fact, because it’s a question of
covering over and making things “reappear” at the same time. There will be two paintings
referring to that in the exhibition – all will vanish and old winter – and both began with images of
magicians.
JES: It’s said that when he takes off his mask, the actor reveals his makeup. Do you think that
pictures can let us see the face of the world?
EC: Pictures, but not only pictures – there are many ways of putting a question – always hinge on
the same issue: they look at us. Once the makeup is removed there’s still the mark of the mask on
an empty surface! (Laughter)
Art critic and journalist J. Emil Sennewald works in Paris for various newspapers and magazines including
“Kunst-Bulletin” (Zurich), “Springerin” (Vienna), “Kunst und Auktionen” (Berlin) and “Roven” (Paris). Co-editor
of a number of books on art, science and spatial dynamics, he is also the author of numerous essays on
drawing and other subjects, and is director of “café au lit” project room : www.cafeaulit.de Details of his recent
publications can be found on www.weiswald.com
Traduction : John Tittensor
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Ecotone, Kunstverein Tiergarten, Berlin, 2011

Ecotone, MAGP, centre d’art contemporain, Cajarc, France, 2011
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Black Maria, Le grand atelier, ESACC, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2008

Black Maria, Le grand atelier, ESACC, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2008

Black Maria, Le grand atelier, ESACC, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2008

Emmanuelle Castellan lives and works in Berlin
emmanuelle.castellan@gmail.com
https://emmanuellecastellan.net/
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